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INTRODUCTION

Background and Scope

This bibliography is a supplement to Bibliography of publications 1941-1960 by Charles S. Mack, and covers 1961 to June, 1982. All previous editions are superseded.

Included are publications related to NORC studies, and publications by NORC staff members not specific to studies but on related subject matter.

The use of the word "bibliography" in the title rather than simply the phrase "publications list" reflects an attempt to record here all writing based on NORC projects whether published formally or not. At the same time, the list provides information on availability of publications.

Not included are publications based on projects in which NORC has participated on a contract basis, unless the publication is authored by an NORC staff member or has something to do with the conduct of the study (information on sampling, for example, or particular aspects of survey methodology).

Additional information on publications and studies is available from the NORC Library or, for early studies, from the following:


Organization of the List

There are two sections, the first a list of publications arranged alphabetically by author's last name, and within author by title, and the second a section headed "Access to the author list by study and research centers."

Author list: A continuous listing by author's last name, with cross references for joint authors. The studies involved are indicated in the last line.

Access to author list: A listing of studies to provide access by study content and a description of NORC research centers to provide access by activities of each center. See introduction to the section for more information.

Availability of Publications

The Library attempts to make all publications available, whether by purchase, free, on loan, or by copying, with the exception of books in print and published by trade publishers (out-of-print books may be available on loan).

An asterisk (*) preceding an entry indicates that a supply of the item is readily available free if no price is given (article reprints, for
example) or at the price given (NORC reports and monographs, for example). Prepayment would be appreciated.

Items not marked with an asterisk may be available in a local library, by loan from the NORC Library, or by copying at 20¢ per page (or 10¢ per page where two pages are reduced to one). Inquire about availability where the situation is not clear.

Library
National Opinion Research Center
6030 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
(312) 753-1487

In some cases, availability is indicated by reference to a specific agency; information about these agencies is given below:

**NTIS:** Material is available from National Technical Information Service, a quasi-governmental agency that abstracts and distributes reports based on government-supported research. It is necessary to prepay; to find out how much and for order procedures, write or call:

National Technical Information Service
Springfield, VA 22161
(703) 487-4660

**ERIC:** Material is available from Educational Resources Information Centers, a part of the U.S. National Institute of Education, which abstracts and distributes reports in education supported by the federal government. ERIC requires prepayment. To inquire about costs and order procedures, write or call:

ERIC Document Reproduction Service
P.O. Box 190
Arlington, VA 22210
(703) 841-1212

**GPO:** Material is available from the U.S. Government Printing Office, the printer and distributor of many government publications. Prepayment is required; for information call or write:

U.S. Government Printing Office
Superintendent of Documents
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238

**Ph.D. dissertations:** Most dissertations are available from Xerox-University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, MI 48103. Order information and abstracts are given in Dissertation abstracts international. University of Chicago dissertations are available
from the Photoduplication Laboratory, University of Chicago Libraries, 1100 E. 57th Street, Chicago 60637. Lending copies may be available from the NORC Library.

**NTIS, ERIC, and GPO all maintain depository arrangements with libraries; ask reference librarians locally for information.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAPOR</td>
<td>American Association for Public Opinion Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFDC</td>
<td>Aid to Families with Dependent Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFIPS</td>
<td>American Federation of Information Processing Societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIPO</td>
<td>American Institute of Public Opinion (Gallup Poll)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJS</td>
<td>American Journal of Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AStatA</td>
<td>American Statistical Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSSR</td>
<td>Bureau of Social Science Research (Washington, DC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDUIT</td>
<td>Not an abbreviation. Organization located at University of Iowa, Iowa City.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS</td>
<td>Continuous National Survey (NORC Study 5047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROS</td>
<td>Comparative Religious Organization Studies (University of Wisconsin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHEW</td>
<td>Department of Health, Education and Welfare (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHHS</td>
<td>Department of Health and Human Services (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed., eds.</td>
<td>Editor; editors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERC/NORC</td>
<td>Economics Research Center/National Opinion Research Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERIC</td>
<td>Educational Resources Information Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESEA</td>
<td>Elementary and Secondary Education Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPO</td>
<td>Government Printing Office (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSS</td>
<td>General Social Survey (a NORC project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>Institute for Social Research (University of Michigan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>International Standard Book Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSN</td>
<td>International Standard Serial Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LC  Library of Congress (U.S.)
NLS  National Longitudinal Survey (NORC Study 4278)
NAMCS  National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NORC Study 4118)
NMCES  National Medical Care Expenditure Survey (NORC Study 4242)
NMCUES  National Medical Care Use and Expenditure Survey (NORC Study 4401)
PHS  Public Health Service (U.S.)
pp.  Pages
q.v.  Quod vide or which see; a direction to see whatever precedes q.v. for more information.
RIE  Resources in Education (abstract journal published by ERIC)
SPSS  Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
SCSS  SPSS Conversational Statistical System
SMSA  Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
SRC; SRC, Michigan  Survey Research Center, University of Michigan (part of Institute for Social Research)
SRS  Survey Research Service (used as a NORC study number)
v.  Volume


Abramson, Harold J.: "Inter-ethnic marriage among Catholic Americans and changes in religious behavior." Sociological Analysis, v. 32, no. 1, Spring, 1971, pp. 31-44. (STUDY 476)


Actions of Individuals and Groups as Indicators of Power Distribution. Series of technical reports for Study 5056. Individual titles are listed by author. For a complete list see the section of this Bibliography devoted to publications in series.

Adams, Rebecca G.: See also under Social Change Trend Reports (nos. 17, 40, 42); Stinchcombe.


Aday, Lu Ann: See also under Taylor, D Garth.


Adkins, Winona: "RECODE--The NORC cleaning program: A program to develop a sequential file." See Adkins: "EDIT."

Ahmed, Bashiruddin: See under Verba.


Andersen, Kristi: See also under Nie.

Andersen, Ronald: *A behavioral model of families' use of health services.* Chicago, Center for Health Administration Studies, 1968. Research Series no. 25. xi, 111 p. (Order from Center for Health Administration Studies, 5720 S. Woodlawn, Chicago 60637. A shortened version of Andersen: "Families' use of health services."). (STUDY SRS-180)

Andersen, Ronald: "The effect of measurement error on differences in the use of health services." IN Andersen and others, eds.: *Equity in health services* (Ballinger, 1975), pp. 229-255. (STUDY 4106)


Andersen, Ronald: "Health service distribution and equity." IN Andersen and others, eds.: *Equity in health services* (Ballinger, 1975), pp. 9-32. (STUDY 4106)


Andersen, Ronald; Foster, Richard; and Weil, Peter: "Rates and correlates of expenditure increases for personal health services: Pre- and post-Medicare and Medicaid." Inquiry, v. 13, no. 2, June, 1976, pp. 136-144. (STUDIES 335, 409, SRS-180, 4106)


Andersen, Ronald; Kravits, Joanna; and Anderson, Odin W., eds.: Equity in health services: Empirical analyses in social policy. Cambridge, MA, Ballinger, 1975. xxiii, 295 p. (Papers by several authors analyzing data from SRS-180 and 4106; individual papers are listed separately under authors, as follows: Andersen, Anderson, Benham, Kasper, Kravits, May, Newman, Phelps, Shortell.) (STUDIES SRS-180, 4106)

Andersen, Ronald; Kravits, Joanna; and Anderson, Odin W.: "The public's view of the crisis in medical care: an impetus for changing delivery systems?" Economic and Business Bulletin [Of the School of Business Administration, Temple University], v. 24, no. 1, Fall, 1971, pp. 44-52. (STUDY 4106, Health Opinions Questionnaire)


Andersen, Ronald, and Riedel, Donald C.: People and their hospital insurance: Comparisons of the uninsured, those with one policy, and those with multiple coverage. Chicago, Center for Health Administration Studies, 1967. Research series no. 23. 37 p. Order from the Center for Health Administration Studies, 5720 S. Woodlawn, Chicago 60637. (STUDY SRS-180)


Andersen, Ronald: See also under Aday, Lu Ann; Taylor, D Garth.


Anderson, Odin W.: See also under Aday; Andersen.

Astin, Alexander W.: See under Greeley.


Bacon, Sheldon D.: See under Warkov.


*Banacki, J. Robert: Franklin C. Petter family health center survey, Charleston, S.C. October, 1970. vii, 101 p. plus questionnaire (48 p.). Limited quantity available from NORC or from NTIS, document number PB 244 366/1GI. See entries under Clarke, Richardson, and Zeman for similar reports. (STUDY 4072)


*Banacki, J. Robert: Roxbury [Boston, Mass.] comprehensive community health center survey. May, 1972. vi, 74 p. plus questionnaire (44 p.). Limited quantity available from NORC or from NTIS, document no. PB 244 565/8GI. See entries under Clarke, Richardson, and Zeman for similar reports. (STUDY 4081)
*Banacki, J. Robert: Southeast Philadelphia neighborhood health center survey. June, 1970. vii, 101 p. plus questionnaire (44 p.). Limited quantity available from NORC or from NTIS, document no. PB 244 563/3GI. See entries under Clarke, Richardson, and Zeman for similar reports. (STUDY 4065)


Barss-Reitzel and Associates, Inc.: Community action and institutional change--An evaluation prepared for the Office of Economic Opportunity. July, 1969. 536 p. [The "Barss report"] This is the most comprehensive presentation of the findings from the first 50 cities in this study, including technical appendixes. Available from NTIS, document no. PB 185 780. (STUDY 5026-I)

Bartot, Virginia: See under High School and Beyond.

Bauer, Mary-Lou: See under Ehrlich.

Baum, Gregory: See under Greeley.


Beale, Lathrop V.: See also under Kriesberg.


Becker, Henry: See also under Kirby.


Bell, David C.: See also under Burt

Benham, Alexandra: See under Benham, Lee.


Benham, Lee: See also under Andersen.

Bennett, Stephen E.: See under Bishop.

Bent, Dale H.: See under Nie.


Berger, Alan S.: See also under Warkov.


Berk, Marc: See also under Fleishman.

Bhatt, Anil: See under Verba.

Biddle, Bruce J.: See under Rossi, Peter H.


Bishop, George F.; Oldendick, Robert W.; Tuchfarber, Alfred J.; Bennett, Stephen E.: "Effects of opinion filtering and opinion floating: Evidence from secondary analysis." Political Methodology, v. 6, no. 3, 1979, pp. 293-309. (STUDY 4179 and GSS 74-77)


Blair, Edward: See also under Bradburn; Sudman.

(Study 506)

(STUDY 506)

(STUDY 506)

(STUDY 506)

(STUDY 506)

(STUDY 506)

(STUDY 506)

(STUDY 484)


Blum, Zahava D.: See also under Rossi, Peter H.


Bock, R. Darrell: See under Profile of American Youth.

Bogatay, Alan: See under Joe.


Borjas, George J.: See under Heckman.


Borsky, Paul N.: Community reactions to sonic booms. August, 1962. (NORC Report no. 87) ix, 101 p. plus Interview schedules. Available from NORC on 35mm microfilm. For a summary, see Nixon and Borsky: "Effects of sonic booms on people." (STUDY 443)


Borsky, Paul N.: See also under Nixon.


Bova, Patrick: See also under Allswang.


Bowman, Carol: See under Stocking, Carol Bowman.

Boynton, G.R.: Changing attitudes toward integration: 1945-1972. Iowa City, IA, Laboratory for Political Research, University of Iowa, April, 1975. ii, 44 p. (Codebook for a data set available from the Laboratory or from CONDUIT, also at University of Iowa.) (STUDIES 241, SRS-889-A and GSS 72)

Bradburn, Norman M.: "Critique of Campbell and Cecil's proposals: Don't throw out the baby with the bath-water." IN Joan E. Sieber, ed.: Ethical decision making in social science research, forthcoming. 9 p.


Bradburn, Norman M.: "Ethical consideration in survey research, participant observation and other related activities." Paper presented at the Symposium on ethical issues in social science research, University of Minneapolis, April, 1976. 33 p. (STUDIES 5059, 5077)


Bradburn, Norman M.: "Question-wording effects in surveys." New Directions for Methodology of Social and Behavioral Science: Question framing and response consistency, no. 11, March, 1982, pp. 65-76. (Robin M. Hogarth is editor of this issue.)


(STUDY 458)


(STUDIES 446, 458-S)


(STUDIES SKS-350, 458-III)


(STUDY 458)


(STUDY 5059)


(STUDY 446)

Bradburn, Norman M.; Sudman, Seymour; with the assistance of Blair, Edward; Locander, William; Miles, Carrie; Singer, Eleanor; and Stocking, Carol: Improving interview method and questionnaire design: Response effects to threatening questions in survey research. (NORC Series in Social Research) San Francisco, CA, Jossey-Bass, 1979. xvi, 214 p. $13.95 from publisher or bookstore.

(STUDIES 5025, 5059, 5077)


Bradburn, Norman M.; See also under Blair; Davis; Gockel; Hamilton, M.; Locander; Minor; Murray; Noll; Orden; Sheatsley; Taylor, D Garth; Simon, William; Sudman.

Brawer, Milton J.: See under DeJong.

Bridges, Amy: See under Taub.

Brody, Michael A.: See under Verba.


Buonanno, David: See under High School and Beyond.


Burt, Ronald S.: "Interpretational confounding of unobserved variables in structural equation models." Sociological methods and research, v. 5 no. 1, August, 1976, pp. 3-52. (STUDY 5056)


Bycer, Alene: See under McCourt.

Calahan, Don: "Correlates of respondent accuracy in the Denver validity survey." *Public Opinion Quarterly*, v. 32, no. 4, Winter, 1968-69, pp. 607--621. (Based on a study conducted in 1949 by the Opinion Research Center with the collaboration of NORC.)


Caplovitz, David: In the shadow of the bomb: An inquiry into the public mood during the Cuban Crisis. August, 1963. (NORC Report no. 95) 68 p. See Bradburn and Caplovitz, Reports on happiness . . . , for book publication. (STUDY 458-S)


Caplovitz, David: See also under Bradburn.

Carroll, Grace Ann: See under Greeley.

Casey, James: See under Greeley.


Childs, E. Kitch: "A cookbook: The calculation of confidence limits for Q and G; the significance of interactions in G." June, 1965. 23 p. (STUDY 484)


Chollet, Deborah: See under Makarushka.


Clark, Terry N.: "Centralization encourages public goods, but decentralization generates separable goods." Revised, November, 1972. 34 p. Research paper no. 39 of the Comparative Study on Community Decision-Making, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago 60637; request copies from the Department.

Clark, Terry N.: Cities differ-But how and why? Inputs to national urban policy from research on decision-making in 51 American municipalities. September, 1975; revised August, 1976. x, 126 p. Research paper no. 65 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-Making, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago 60637; request copies from the Department. (Available also from NTIS, document no. Pb 278 980/8G1.)


Clark, Terry N.: "Citizen values, power and policy outputs: A model of community decision-making." Journal of Comparative Administration, February, 1973, pp. 385-427. Research paper no. 33 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-Making, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago 60637; request copies from the Department.


(Study 505)

(Study 505)

(Study 505)

(Study 508)

(Study 505)

(Study 505)

(Study 505)

Clark, Terry N.: "Quelques reflexions sur 'le pouvoir local'." Revue Francaise de Sociologie, v. 15, no. 2, April/June, 1974, pp. 247-256. Research report no. 43 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-Making, Dept. of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago 60637; reprints available from the Department.  
(Study 505)
Clark, Terry N.: "Research in progress using the Permanent Community Sample." Comparative Urban Research, v. 5, no. 1, 1977, pp. 60-71. Shorter version of a paper by the same title available as research report no. 66 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-Making, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago 60637; request copies from the Department. (STUDY 505)


Clark, Terry N.: "Urban typologies and political outputs [Causal models using discrete variables and orthogonal factors, or precise distortion versus model muddling]." In Brian J. L. Berry, ed.: City classification handbook: Methods and applications. New York, Wiley, 1972, pp. 152-178. Research Report no. 21 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-Making, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago 60637; 42 p.; request copies from the Department. Also appears in Social Science Information, v. 9, no. 6, December, 1970, pp. 7-33. (STUDY 505)


Clark, Terry N., and Ferguson, Lorna C.: "Political leadership and urban fiscal policy: Recent research and data implications." Paper presented at a Conference on Comparative Urban Policy Research, University of Chicago, April, 1979. 33 p. Research report no. 95 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-Making, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago; request copies from the Dept. (STUDY 505)

Clark, Terry N., and Ferguson, Lorna C.: Political leadership and urban fiscal strain. (Report in manuscript form summarizing work across several studies) 1979 (?) ca. 500 p. Research report no. 96 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-making, Dept. of Sociology, University of Chicago; request copies from the Dept. (STUDIES 5062, 5086)

Clark, Terry N., Ferguson, Lorna C.; and Shapiro, Robert Y.: "Functional performance analysis: A new approach to the study of municipal expenditures and debts." Revised January, 1979. 38 p. Research report no. 93 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-Making, Dept. of Sociology, University of Chicago; request copies from the Department. (STUDY 5086)


Clark, Terry N.; Rubin, Irene Sharp; Pettler, Lynne C.; and Zimmerman, Erwin: "How many New Yorks? The New York fiscal crisis in comparative perspective." April, 1976. iv, 61 p. Research report no. 72 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-Making, Dept. of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago 60637; request copies from the Department. (STUDY 505)

Clark, Terry N.: See also under Burt; Hoffman; Leif; Magill; Morgan, William R.; Schumaker.
Clarke, Miriam K.: Five-county health survey, Wisconsin. December, 1969. v, 76 p. plus questionnaire (40 p.) Available from NTIS, document no. PB 244 561/7G1. (STUDY 4062)


Cohen, Jere M.: "The impact of the leading crowd on high school change: A reassessment." Adolescence, v. 11, no. 43, Fall, 1976, pp. 373-381. (STUDY 412)

Cohen, Jere M.: See also under Temme.


Cohen, Lois K.: See also under Putnam.

Cohen, Steven B.: "Measuring the data collection organization effect on health care variables in the National Medical Care Expenditure Survey [NMCES]" Paper presented at the meetings of the American Public Health Association, Detroit, October, 1980. 21p. (STUDY 4242)


Coleman, James S.: "Quality and equality in American education: Public and Catholic schools." Phi Delta Kappan, v. 63, no. 3, November, 1981, pp. 159-164. (Same issue includes four responses to this article.) (STUDY 4278)


(STUDY 4278)

(STUDY 4278)

(STUDY 4278)

(STUDY 4278)

Coleman, James S.: See also under High School and Beyond; Rossi, Peter H.

(STUDIES 431, 450, 467, 483)

(STUDIES 431, 450, 467, 483)

(STUDIES 431, 450, 467, 483)

(STUDY 440)
Collette, Patricia: See also under Anderson.

Converse, Philip E.: "Toward more cumulative inquiry." Contemporary Sociology, v. 7, no. 5, September, 1978, pp. 535-541. (Part of a Symposium on the General Social Surveys; for other articles see the following authors: Cutler, Glenn, Hyman.) (GSS)

Converse, Philip E.: See also under Rosenberg, Milton J.


Cotterman, Robert F.: See also under Minor; Murray.

Court, D.: See under Prewitt.

Cox, Michael: See under Hauck.


Crain, Robert L., with the assistance of Morton Inger, Gerald A. McWorter, and James J. Vanecko: School desegregation in the North: Eight comparative studies of community structure and policy making. April, 1966. See Crain with Inger, McWorter, and Vanecko, The politics of school desegregation, for book publication. (STUDY 490)


(STUDY 5038)

(STUDY 5019)

(STUDY 5019)

(STUDY 490)


(STUDY 505)

(STUDY 490)

(STUDY 490)

(STUDY 5016 using SRS-889-A & S data)

Crain, Robert L.: See also under Kirby; McWorter; Rosenthal; Rossi, Peter H.; Southern Schools.


Currie, Barbara: See under McCourt; Nie.

Curry, G. David: "Utility and collectivity: Some suggestions on the anatomy of citizen preferences." Policy and Politics, v. 4, no. 4, June, 1976, pp. 75-85. Research paper no. 68 of the Comparative Study of Community Decision-Making, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago 60637; request reprints from the Department. (STUDY 5086)

Curtis, James E.: See under Goyder.

Cutler, Stephen J.: "Instructional uses of the General Social Surveys." Contemporary Sociology, v. 7, no. 5, September, 1978, pp. 541-545. (Part of a symposium on the General Social Surveys; for other articles see the following authors: Converse, Glenn, Hyman.) (GSS)

Cutright, Phillips: See under Rossi, Peter H.

Czajka, John L.: See under Mason, Karen Oppenheim.

Darling, Richard L.: See under Drennen.


Davis, James A.: "Achievement variables and class cultures: Family, schooling, job and forty-nine dependent variables in the cumulative GSS." Revised May, 1982. 49 p. (GSS 72-80)


Davis, James A.: "Are surveys any good, and if so, for what?" IN H. Wallace Sinaiko and Laurie A. Broedling, eds.: Perspectives on attitude assessment: Surveys and their alternatives: Proceedings of a conference. Champaign, IL, Pendleton Publications [3817 West Diddison, Pt. Worth, Tex. 76109], 1976. These proceedings were also issued as Smithsonian Institution Technical Report no. 2, August, 1975, and that version is available from NTIS as document number AD-A014-321. The Pendleton version contains an introduction by Broedling that does not appear in the Smithsonian version. The original paper is available from NORC by copying (19 pages).


(STUDY 431)


(Study 5052, using GSS72, 73 data, NORC 356-Stouffer's Communism study)


(STUDY 408)


(STUDY 5052, using GSS72, 73 data)


*Davis, James A.: "Conventions and strategies for the presentation of percentage tables." See Davis and Jacobs, "Tabular presentation."

Davis, James A.: "D Systems." See Davis: "Analyzing contingency tables..."


Davis, James A.: "Extending Rosenberg's technique for standardizing percentage tables." April, 1982. 52p. (GSS 72-80)


Davis, James A.: "The Goodman system for significance tests in multivariate contingency tables." See Davis: "Hierarchical models for significance tests..."


Davis, James A.: "How to use linear flow graphs to analyze theories without loops." Prepared for class use, Sociology 235, University of Chicago, Fall, 1974. 17p.


Davis, James A.: "Occupational values, occupational images, and preference for academic jobs among arts and science students." April 1964. 18p. (STUDY 415)


Davis, James A.: "Positive interpersonal relations: An hypothesis about the social structure of friendship and admiration." November 1966. 30p. (STUDY 508)


(STUDY 431)


(STUDY 5052)


(STUDY 484)


(STUDY 508)


(STUDY 5052)


(Study 5052, using data from NORC 163, 166, 276, SRS-760, 870, 876, GSS72, 73, 74)

Davis, James A.: "Survey replications, the log linear model and theories of social change." See Davis: "The log linear analysis of survey replications."


Davis, James A.: "Tables for calculating and examining the consistency of gamma for cases up to 5 x 5." October, 1964. 11p.

Davis, James A.: "Techniques for analyzing panel tables when causal order is assumed." August 1979. 46p. (GSS 72-78)


*Davis, James A.; Gilman, Richard; and Schick, Judith: "Tables for Yule's Q association coefficient for pairs of percentages." Chicago, National Opinion Research Center, 1965. 21p. (Edge index to first percent.) $2.00.


(SMudy 508)


(Study 5110)

*Davis, James A.; Smith, Tom W.; and Stephenson, C. Bruce: General social surveys, 1972-1980: Cumulative Codebook. Chicago, NORC, July 1980. vi, 362p. (ISBN 0-932132-25-1; ISSN 0161-3340) $8.50 from NORC or from the Roper Center (data are distributed by the Roper Center). This edition supersedes the one dated July 1978 which covered 1972-78. See also under National Data Program for the Social Sciences for codebooks for individual years. This codebook is included in the Statistical Reference Index published by the Congressional Information Service.

(GSS 72-80)


(Study 5052)


(GSS 72-77)
Davis, James A.: See also under McKinlay; Nichols; Rossi, Peter H.; Studies in Social Change.


DeJong, Peter Y.; Brawer, Milton J.; and Robin, Stanley S.: "Patterns of female intergenerational and occupational mobility: A comparison with male patterns of intergenerational occupational mobility." American Sociological Review, v. 36, no. 6, December 1971, pp. 1033-1042. (See also article by Tyree and Treas, for another analysis of same data.) (STUDIES 367, 423, 466 [May, 1964], SRS-100, 857)


Dempsey, Glenn R.: See under Shapiro, Robert Y.

Dentler, Robert A.: See under Rossi, Peter H.

Deshaises, John C.: "Public knowledge about chronic symptoms." Unpublished Master's paper, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, October 1962. 103p. (STUDY 417)


DiPrete, Thomas A., with the collaboration of Chandra Muller: Discipline and order in American high schools. A report to the National Center for Education Statistics (High School and Beyond). July, 1981. xx1,198p. (STUDY 4278)


Elazar, Daniel J.: Case study of failure in metropolitan integration: Nashville, and Davidson County, Tennessee. August, 1961 (NORC Report no. 81) 120p. (A study of an attempt to consolidate metropolitan governments.) Available from NORC on 35mm microfilm. (STUDY 417H)


Ellis, Richard Alan: "Fame, fortune, and professional esteem: Major ambitions among college graduate men." Unpublished Master's paper, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, June 1968. 32p. (STUDIES 431, 450, 467, 483)

Ellis: See also under Spaeth.
(STUDY SRS-855)

(STUDY SRS-855)

(STUDY 506)

(STUDY 506)

(STUDY 5017)

(STUDY 506)


(STUDY 501)

Enokson, Stephen N.: See under Kim.

Epperson, David C.: See under Greeley.

(ERC/NORC)
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Weisman, Carol Sachs: See under Crain.

Weissbourd, Rick: See under Joe.

Willig, Jean-Claude: "Canadian youth and bilingualism: Choice or necessity?" Master's paper, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, Fall, 1965. 73p.
(STUDY 488)

Willig, Jean-Claude: See also under Johnstone.

(ERC/NORC)

Wilson, Everett K.: See under Newcomb.


Winship, Christopher: See also under Mandel; Mare; Schwartz, Joseph.

(GSS 73-77)

Wolpin, Kenneth: See under Heckman.

(STUDY 484)

Wright, Charles R.: See under Hyman.

(STUDY 5056)

York, Robert L.: See under Crain.

(STUDIES 415, 431)
Zelan, Joseph: "Intellectual attitudes and suburban residence." See Zelan: "Does suburbia make a difference."


Zelan, Joseph: See also under Warkov.

Zelenitz, Allen: See under Epple.


(STUDY 5034)

(STUDY 5044)

Zimmerman, Erwin: See under Clark.

Zisk, B.H.: See under Prewitt.
ACCESS TO THE AUTHOR LIST BY STUDY AND RESEARCH CENTER

Introduction

Most NORC research is conducted as individual surveys or studies, all of which are numbered. In recent years, subject-oriented research centers have been created whose individual studies share a similar subject focus. The purpose of this section is to provide access to the author list by title of study and by research center activity. The section is divided into two parts: STUDY LISTS and RESEARCH CENTERS.

STUDY LISTS

The study lists are grouped by type of study, that is, studies initiated through one of the research programs at NORC and studies done under contract.

The first group of studies is headed NORC-GENERATED STUDIES. The second group is headed CONTRACT RESEARCH. The study numbers involved are as follows:

NORC-Generated Studies:
S-64 to S-83
100-509
5010-current

NORC-GENERATED SPECIAL PROJECTS:
2000, 3000 series numbers

CONTRACT RESEARCH
SRS-100 to SRS-889*
4001-current

A study entry includes the following elements:

- Study number
- Research Inventory number (refers to entry in NORC Social Research, 1941-1964; see under Allswang for citation)
- Study title
- Date of data collection, if applicable; otherwise date study started
- Authors' last names: A list of authors who have written on the study, in alphabetical order
- Cross-references to related studies

To use the study lists, locate studies of interest, and refer to the author

*The SRS prefix stands for Survey Research Service, the division of NORC that at one time specifically worked with extramural contracts; this work is now integrated into the organization.
list to locate writing based on those studies. In the author list, the study number is included in all entries as the last line.

RESEARCH CENTERS:

Brief descriptions of each of the three research centers within NORC are given on pp. 182-183, along with information that can be used to access the main bibliography from the point of view of the activities of these centers.
NORC-GENERATED STUDIES: (Letters and numbers in parentheses refer to entry in NORC Social Research)

S-64: Reading habits and use of public libraries of the American public, 1945. (F1): Lesley.


163: Foreign affairs study, 1949: Davis.

166: Foreign affairs study, 1949: Davis.


241: Foreign affairs study, including questions on race relations, 1946: Boynton.

244: Occupational prestige of 90 occupations (The North-Hatt Study), 1947. (B5): Goyder; Hodge, R.; Reiss; Rossi, P.; Siegel. See 466 for later study.

276: Foreign affairs study, 1950: Davis.


315: Foreign affairs study, 1951: Modigliani.

317: Foreign affairs study, 1952: Modigliani.


320: Foreign affairs study, 1952: Modigliani.

327: Foreign affairs study, 1952: Modigliani.

329: Foreign affairs study, 1952: Modigliani.

332: Foreign affairs study, 1952: Modigliani.
335,409, SRS-180, 4106, 4222: Medical care costs and voluntary health insurance studies done from 1953 to 1975 in collaboration with Center for Health Administration Studies, University of Chicago. For a complete bibliography and information on the data, write to the Center at 5720 S. Woodlawn, Chicago 60637. Major publications only are included in the NORC bibliography. (A13,A21): Aday, Andersen, Anderson, Benham, Hyman, Kasper, Kravits, Kriesberg, May, Newman, Phelps, Progress in Health Services, Shortell, Taylor, D.C.

351: Foreign affairs study, 1954: Hyman.

356: Communism, conformity and civil liberties study (Samual A. Stouffer), 1954. (E18): Davis, Hyman, Nie, Stember.

367: Attitudes, behavior and information regarding health matters, 1955. (A13;A16;A17): Davis; Feldman; Hyman; King; Kriesberg; Orum; Tyree.


387/414: Career orientation of medical students, 1956; Impact of federal grants on medical education, 1959. (B7;B8;B11): Kriesberg.


404: Foreign affairs study, 1957: Hyman.

406: Community problems of local telephone companies and other business, 1957. (G13): Rossi, P.

408: Evaluation of Great Books study program, 1958. (F8;F9): Beale; Davis.

409: Medical care costs and voluntary health insurance, 1958. See 335. (A21)


412: Adolescent society study (James S. Coleman), 1958. (F10): Cohen J.; Coleman; Marin; Rossi, P.; Temme.

413: See 395.

414: See 387.

415: Graduate student finances, 1958. (See also 468) (F8,F9): Davis; Erbe; Stark; Zelan.

416: Hospital admissions in Massachusetts, 1960. (A23): Anderson; Progress in Health Services; Sheatsley.
417: Problems of living in the metropolis, 1959-61. (G16): Deshaies; Cholden; Elazar; Simon.


423: Popular knowledge, attitudes and behavior affecting dental health and care, 1959. (A26): Cohen; Davis; Hyman; Kriesberg; Linn; Putnam; Tyree.

425: Reactions to the sounding of the air raid sirens after the Chicago White Sox pennant victory, 1959. (G18): Pinto.


431/450,467,483,5023: Plans and experiences of the June, 1961 college graduating class: A panel study, 1961-1964; 1968. (F15; F21,22,24,28) Entries following are arranged by wave. See also 451, 473, 509, 5079 for related studies, and also study numbers for each wave separately.

431: Plans and experiences of the June, 1961 college graduating class, Wave 1, 1961. (F15): Caplovitz; Davis; Ellis; Fee; Folger; Gockel; Greeley; Hesslink; McKinlay; Miller; Nichols; Northrup; Oppenheim; Reitz; Rossi, P.; Sherrow; Spaeth; Taylor, D.G.; Treiman, D.; Warkov; Zelan.

431/450: Plans and experiences of the June, 1961 college graduating class, Waves 1 and 2, 1961-62. (F21): Davis, Fielder; Gockel; Greeley; Miller; Underhill; Warkov; Zelan.

431/450/467: Plans and experiences of the June, 1961 college graduating class, Wave 1, 2, and 3, 1961-63. (F24): Davis; Fichter; Gockel; Greeley; Spaeth; Underhill.

431/450/467/483: Plans and experiences of the June, 1961 college graduating class, Wave 1, 2, 3 and 4, 1961-1964. (F28): Berger; College Placement Council; Educational Testing Service; Ellis; Greeley; O'Keefe; Spaeth; Taylor, J.

431/450/467/483/5023: Plans and experiences of the June, 1961 college graduating class, Waves 1, 2, 3, 4 and study of sub-sample on alumni attitudes, 1961-1964; April, 1968: Bielby; Greeley; National Opinion Research Center; Spaeth; Spitze; Targ.


443: Community reactions to sonic booms, 1964. (G20): Borsky; Nixon. See also 470.


446: Pilot study of behavior related to psychological well-being (Happiness Study pilot). (A30): Bradburn; Simon; Smith, T.W. See 458 for later study.

447: Adult uses of education, 1962. (F20): Gockel; Hyman; Johnstone; Orum; Rivera; Rossi, P.; Sudman; Tyree.

450: Plans and experiences of the June, 1961 college graduating class, Wave 2, 1962: Davis; Miller. See also 431, etc.


458: Social psychological factors associated with psychological well-being, 1963. (A34): Bradburn; Dragastin; Ehrlich; Frisbie; Hodge; Laslett; Meyer; Möll; Orden; Orum; Smith, T.W.; Sudman.

458-S: Mental well-being during the Cuban Crisis, 1962. (A34): Bradburn; Caplovitz. See 446 for related study.


463: Post-censal study of technical and professional manpower, 1962. (B9): David; Drennen; Marsh; Schwartz; Stafford; U.S. Bureau of the Census; U.S. Department of Labor; Warkov. See 432 for preliminary study.

466: Occupational prestige study, 1962-1966. Updates and expands the 1947 study; see 244. (B12): Davis; Diamond; Goyer; Guppy; Hauser; Hodge; Hyman; Jackman; Klatsky; Kolstad; Lane; Meyer; Oppenheim; Rossi, Peter H.; Siegel; Spaeth; Treiman, D.; Tyree.

467: Plans and experiences of the June, 1961 college graduating class, Wave 3, 1963: Spaeth. See also 431, etc.
468: Graduate student fiances, 1963. (F25): Berger; Gockel; Ritterband; Stafford; Warkov. See also 415.

470: Community reactions to sonic booms, 1964. (G22): Borsky. See also 443.

472: Public concern and awareness of air pollution in the St. Louis metropolitan area, 1964; field work only. (A37): Crenson; Smith, T.W.


474: Effect on workers of plant closing in Sioux City, Iowa, 1964. (D14): Bradburn; Smith, T.W.

476: The social effects of Catholic education, 1963. (F25): Abramson; Alba; Burch; Greeley; Henriot; Light; McCready; Manno; Rossi, P.; Saldanha; Smith, T.W.; Sudman; Vanecko. See also 4172, under SRS studies, for the 1974 replication of this study.

477: Plans and experiences of the June, 1964 college graduating class. Sub-sample of blacks in predominantly black colleges and universities, 1964. (F27): Fichter; Gockel; Greeley; Orum; Reitz.


483: Plans and experiences of the June, 1961 college graduating class, Wave 4, 1964: Funk; Guppy; Hacker; Northrup; Sherrow. See also 431, etc. for basic study.

483-Women's sample: Plans and experiences of women in June, 1961 college graduating class, special questionnaire, Wave 4, 1964. (F28): Duncan; Funk; Hacker; McMurry; Mason, K.; Rossi, A. See also 431, etc., for basic study.

484: Military manpower policy study, 1964: Bluedorn; Childs; Davis; Duncan; Griliches; Janowitz; Klassen; Mason; Moskos; Oppenheim; Rivera; U.S. Congress. House; Wool.


488: Canadian youth study of biculturalism and bilingualism, 1965: Johnstone; Poole; Willig.

490: Study of decision making concerning desegregation in urban school systems, 1965: Crain; Inger; McWorter; Vanecko. See 5019 for related study.

496: See 463.


505: Permanent Community Sample (PCS) pilot study, 1967: City profiles and elite interviews: Burt; Clark; Crain: Crenson; Friedman; Leif; Morgan; Rossi, P.; Sacco; Schumaker; Vanecko. See 5019, 5026 where the PCS is applied; see also 5061, 5086 and 5105 for further work with the PCS.

506: Criminal victimization study, 1966: Block; Ennis; Komesar; McCabe; Minor; Ostrom; U.S. President's Commission.

508: Extending and testing a theory of interpersonal sentiments, 1966: Davis; Hallinan; Leinhardt.


5011: Social psychological factors in intergroup housing: National study, 1966-67: Baldassare; Bradburn; Fischer; Gockel; Greeley; Houston; Main; Nie; Noel; Roseman; Stueve; Sudman. See 498 for the pilot study.

5012: Evaluation of Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) in-school programs, 1967: Kamen; McNamara. (Also numbered 512, 512-A, B, S.)


5014: General social and economic attitudes of college faculties, 1966: Noll.

5016: Occupational and academic achievement of Northern urban blacks, 1966. (Uses data collected in SRS-889-S, q.v.): Crain.

5017: Literacy research in the United States; review of research, 1967: Ennis.

5019: Decision-making regarding school desegregation in 95 cities, 1968: Becker; Crain; Kirby; Kuo; Morlock; Rossell. See 490 for pilot study. See 505 for Permanent Community sample (PCS), of which this study is an application.

5023: Alumni attitudes of June, 1961, college graduates, 1968: Duncan; Greeley; McMurry; Northrup; Sherrow. See 431, etc., for basic study.

5024: Profiles of Catholic higher education, 1968: Bobren; Greeley.

5025: Methodological research in surveys including comparing collection devices, comparison of samples, 1968: Bradburn; Hauck; Locander; Richards; Sudman. Related to 5059, 5077, and 4294.

5026: Evaluation of Community Action Programs (CAP) in 100 cities, 1968-69: Barss-Reitzel and Assoc.; Lamb; Orden; Skura; Vanecko. See 505 for Permanent Community Sample, of which this study is an application.

5029: Study of the American Catholic priesthood, 1969-1970: Addley; Cray; Davis; Gannon; Greeley; Grogan; Knudsen; Lindblade; Moore, M.; National Opinion Research Center; Peterson, R.; Schoenherr; Schwartz, D.; Szafran; Watzke; Zelus.

5030: Profiles of target areas for OEO programs, 1969: Richard.


5034: Relationship between ethnic loyalties and urban land values, 1971: Zeman.

5035: Center for the Study of American Pluralism. This is a general number covering writing, done under this Center's auspices, which is not specific to a study: Ethnicity: Greeley; Greenstone; McCourt; McCready; Manno; Nie; National Opinion Research Center; Rossi, P.; Zeman. Specific studies done within the Center include: 4172; 5044; 5046; 5060; 5079; 5081; 5090; 5101; 5116; 5125.

5038: Evaluation of the Emergency School Assistance Program (ESAP), 1971: Ackland; Crain; Davis; Drury; Maw; Narot; Southern schools.

5043: Methodological study of field operations in the longitudinal study of five manpower programs, 1972: National Opinion Research Center. Field Department. See 4501 in the SRS list for the original study.


5046: Study of the ultimate values of the American people, 1972: Davenport; Davis; Greeley; McCready; Manno; Smith, T.W.; Taylor, D G.
5047: Continuous National Survey (CNS), 1973-1974: Bradburn; Burt; Cotterman; Fernandez; Goldblatt; Hill; Hollander; Jacobsen; Kendall; McCourt; Minor; Morgan; Murray; Rich; Scharf; Smith, T.W.; Steans. See also 5075, and 4196, 4282 in the SRS list.

5052: Social change since 1948, 1973: Davis; Gaertner, G. and K.; Loft; McCutcheon; Reiser; Scheppele; Smith, A.W.; Smith, T.W.; [Social Change Trend Reports], Stinchcombe; Taylor, D G.

5056: Corporate actors and the structure of power in society, 1976: Bell; Burt; Curry; Walaszek, Z.; Wu.


5059: Methodological research on how to collect sensitive data (leisure time activity is subject of study), 1974: Blair; Bradburn; Minor; Smith, T.W.; Sudman; Stocking. See also 5025, 5077, 4294.

5060: Changing urban family roles, 1974: Fee; Greenstone; McCourt.

5062: Study of population characteristics and citizen policy, 1974-1976: Clark. See also 505, 5086 and 5105.

5066: Reaction to court ordered school desegregation in Boston, 1975: Stinchcombe.

5069: Psychological determinants of public support for five social welfare groups in the Chicago area, 1976: Cook, F.


5077: Informed consent in social surveys (personal interviews; leisure time activity is subject of study), 1976: Bradburn; Singer, Smith, Tom W. See also 5025, 5059, 4294.

5079: Research on the relationship between the mass media and the way young Americans think about themselves (using respondents from Study 431), 1976: Fee.

5081: Family structure and ethnic drinking behavior in four cities, 1976: Greeley. See 5101 for a similar study.

5086: Study of population characteristics and municipal fiscal strain, 1977: Bonszar; Clark; Curry; Hoffman. Studies the same cities as in 505. See also 5062 and 5105.

5089: Addition of contextual data for NORC sampling points, 1977: Fernandez; Rubin; Taylor, D G.


5098: Study of the relationship of crime factors to the process of neighborhood decline, 1979: Taub. See also 4198 and 5106.

5101: Family structure and ethnic drinking behavior: Replication of Study 5081, 1979: Davidson.

5103: An analysis of grants to local governments, 1979: Cuciti.

5104: Public opinion and public policy: An archival study, 1979-current: Page; Shapiro; Silver.


NORC GENERATED STUDIES - Special Projects:

2167: Project on evaluation research, 1969: Hamilton.

3144: SPSS (Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences) development while at NORC, 1969-1975: Greeley; Klecka; Nie.

3213: EDIT: A program for cleaning survey data (previously called RECODE), 1975: Adkins.


3238: Project on political participation, 1979: Andersen, K.; Nie, Petrocik.


CONTRACT RESEARCH


SRS-160: Amalgam survey, May, 1963, including questions on racial attitudes: Burstein; Greeley; Hyman; Orum; Sheatsley; Smith, T.W.; Taylor, D G.
SRS-180: Medical care costs and voluntary health insurance, 1963. See NORC 335.


SRS-320: Attitudes of families toward housing and community in the west end urban renewal section of St. Louis, MO: Treiman, E.

SRS-330: Amalgam survey, December, 1963, including question on racial attitudes: Burstein; Greeley; Hodge; Hyman; McWorter; Meyers, E.; Orum; Sheatsley; Sokol; Sudman; Taylor, D G.; Treiman, D.


SRS-350: Reactions to the assassination of President Kennedy, November, 1963: Bradburn; Orren; Orum; Sheatsley; Sudman.

SRS-600: Chicago School Boycott II study, 1964: Rivera.

SRS-630: Amalgam survey, May, 1964, including questions on racial attitudes: Burstein; Davis; Smith, T.W.; Taylor, D G.


SRS-710-N: Attitudes of residents in Bedford-Stuyvesant after riot, 1964: Feagin; Sheatsley.

SRS-760: Anti-Semitism in America (Selznick: Tenacity of prejudice study), 1964: Davis; Greeley; Hyman; Smith, A.W.; Smith, T.W.; Stinchcombe; Taylor, D G.

SRS-853: Physician attitudes and behavior regarding venereal disease reporting, 1965: Cleere.


SRS-857: Amalgam survey, June, 1965, including racial attitude questions: Burstein; Cohen; Davis; DeJong; Diamond; Hyman; Klatsky; McElroy, E.; Sheatsley; Smith, T.W.; Tyree.


SRS-868: Amalgam survey, October, 1965, including racial attitude questions: Cohen; Gaertner, K.N.; Hyman; Putnam; Taylor, D G.


SRS-870: National study of morality, 1965, including questions on abortion: Davis; Rossi, A.; Taylor, D G.

SRS-876: Foreign affairs and civil defense, 1966: Davis.

SRS-876-S: Vietnam supplement, 1966: Verba. See also 4018.
SRS-889-A: Amalgam survey, June, 1966, including questions on racial attitudes: Boynton; Burstein; Crain; Fried; Gaertner, K.N.; Greeley; Heiss; Hyman; Pettigrew; Smith, A.W.; Taylor, D.G.

SRS-889-S: Occupational and academic achievement of Northern urban blacks, 1966: Crain; Crawford; Heiss; Pettigrew; Pope. See also 5016, in the NORC list.

4001: Attitudes and behavior of health professionals regarding smoking, 1970: Noll.


4018: Cross-national study of political attitudes and behavior, 1967, including a supplement on Vietnam (see also SRS-876 for a similar supplement): Greeley; Hansen; Hyman; Kim; Knoke; Lucas; Nie; Rosenberg; Verba.

4039: Racial problems in 15 cities (Kerner Commission Study), 1968: Greeley.

4050: Amalgam survey, April, 1968, including questions on racial attitudes; attitudes toward college student protest: Burstein; Cohen; Fried; Rafky; Smith, A.W.; Spaeth; Taylor, D.G.

4051: Trial judges opinions of effects of pre-trial publicity, 1968: Sudman.

4052: Neighborhood health center surveys: Overall study. For individual studies see 4053, 4054, 4055, 4062, 4064, 4065, 4072, 4079, 4080, 4081, 4089: Okada; Sparer.


4054: Neighborhood health center survey, Atlanta, 1968: Calloway; Richardson; Weinberg.


4100: Amalgam survey, April, 1970, including racial attitude questions: Burstein; Greeley; Hyman; Rafky; Smith, A.W.; Taylor, D G.

4106: Medical care costs and voluntary health insurance, 1970. See 335 under NORC studies.

4110: Relations between community mental health centers and other care giving organizations, 1970: Orden.

4118: National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS) feasibility study, 1973: DeLozier; Sheatsley. See also 4155, 4211, 4229, 4233, 4271.

4119: Amalgam survey, March, 1971: Greeley; Hyman; Lawrence; Nie; Schlozman; Verba.


4172: Social effects of Catholic education: Replication of a 1963 study, 1974: Fee; Greeley; McCourt; McCready; Manno; Saldanha. See 476 in the NORC list for the 1963 study.

4179: Amalgam survey, December, 1973, including questions on political participation: Bishop; Hansen; Nie; Petrocik; Rabjohn; Smith, T.W.; Taylor, D G.

4196: Analysis of Continuous National Survey (CNS) data on energy conservation, 1974: Cotterman. See 5047 in the NORC list for CNS.

4198: Case studies in the South Shore community of Chicago, 1974: South Shore Study staff. See also 5098 and 5106 in the NORC list.


4211: National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS), 1974: Loft. See also 4118.
4221: Workers' Compensation recipients health care study, 1975: Makarushka.

4222: Medical care cost and voluntary health insurance; access to medical care, 1975. See 335 under NORC studies.

4229: National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS) feasibility study of hospital ambulatory care, 1976: Loft; Sheatsley. See also 4118.

4233: National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS), 1976: Loft. See also 4118.

4239: Number assigned for data collection for study 5077: Informed consent in surveys. See 5077 in NORC list.

4240: Evaluation of the National Science Foundation Southeast Regional Forum, Atlanta, 1976: Pearson. See also 4252, 4258, 4266.

4242: National Medical Care Expenditures Survey (NMCES), 1976-77: Berk; Cohen, S.; Fleishman; Gerzowski; Meyers, S. See also 4287, 4401.


4249: Study of models of female life cycle labor supply and earnings, 1976: Heckman; Roberts; Sedlacek.


4252: Evaluation of the National Science Foundation Northwest Regional Forum, Seattle, 1976: Pearson. See also 4240, 4258, 4266.

4258: Evaluation of the National Science Foundation Southwest Regional Forum, Dallas, 1977: Pearson. See also 4240, 4252, 4266.

4265: Survey of farmers in North and South Dakota on attitudes toward the role and value of statistical information, 1977: Jones; Tortura; Stinchcombe. See also 4283 and 4301.

4266: Evaluation of the National Science Foundation Regional Forums in Minneapolis, Denver, Philadelphia, 1977: Pearson. See also 4240, 4252, 4258.

4269: Amalgam survey, March 1978, including questions on attitudes toward India and Indian people in the U.S.: Taub.


4271: National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS), 1978: Feasibility study on the collection of drug information in NAMCS: Sheatsley. See also 4118.
4276: Questionnaire development and analysis of data for a study on public attitudes toward science and technology, 1978-80: Miller, J.

4278: High School and Beyond: A longitudinal study of high school youth, 1980-current: Coleman; DePrete; Greeley; High School and Beyond (includes works by Bartot, Buonanno, Kohnke, Lewin-Epstein, Olson, Tourangeau, U.S. National Center for Education Statistics); Lewin-Epstein; Nielsen. See also 5116.

4279: A study of young Catholics in Canada and the United States, 1979: Fee; Greeley; Hoffman, T.


4282: Use of existing data for rural development policy (uses Continuous National Survey data—see 5047, and General Social Survey data), 1978: Taylor, D.G.

4283: Farmers' use of information on production and markets, 1979: Jones, C.


4287: Study of interviewers and interviewing in the National Medical Care Expenditures Survey (NMCS), 1979: Fleishman. See 4242 for NMCS.


4290: Physician administrative practice cost study: Methodological research on surveys of physicians, 1978: Taylor, D.G.

4294: Informed consent in telephone surveys (leisure time activity is subject of survey): Singer. See also 5059 and 5077 in NORC list.

4296: Changes in race differentials in youth unemployment and labor force participation, 1979: Mare.

4301: National survey of farm women, 1980: Jones, C. See also 4265 and 4283.

4302: Effects of the minimum wage on Southern state's labor force, 1979: Heckman.

4310: Profile of American Youth: Administration of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) to respondents in the National Longitudinal Survey of the Labor Market Behavior of Youth, 1980: Profile of American Youth (reports by Bock and Mislevy; Frankel; McWilliams; Sheatsley). See also 4270.

4314: Structural models of minimum wage effects and policy formation, 1980: Abowd.

4401: National Medical Care Use and Expenditures Survey (NMCS), 1979-1980: Oliver. See also 4242 for NMCS, a related study.
4501: Evaluation of four federal manpower training programs: Research on location of respondents, 1971: Romans. See also 5043 in NORC list.

Research Centers at NORC (Brief descriptions as an aid to searching the author list.)

The Cultural Pluralism Research Center was founded in 1971 as the Center for the Study of American Pluralism by Andrew M. Greeley. The Center is now directed by William C. McCready. This center focuses on cultural pluralism and social diversity.

The early work of the center concentrated on research on American ethnic groups. A summary of this work appears in Greeley: Ethnicity in the United States: A preliminary reconnaissance (Wiley, 1974). More recent research focuses on drinking behavior and its relation to the family structure found within different ethnic groups. The General Social Survey (GSS) is conducted within this center; see below for more information.

Authors listed under Study 5035 above have written generally in the area of ethnic studies. Listed below are specific studies conducted under the auspices of this Center:

- 5044: Study of ethnic media in urban neighborhoods.
- 5046: Ultimate beliefs of the American population.
- 5060: Changing role of urban women.
- 5079: Relationship between mass media and the way young people think about themselves.
- 5081: Family structure and ethnic drinking behavior.
- 5090: Study of relationship between family structure and achievement.
- 5101: Replication of the study of family structure and drinking behavior.
- 5125: Analysis of the Hispanic undercount in the 1980 census.
- 4172: Replication of the 1963 study of the social effects of Catholic education; see 476 for the 1963 study.

The Economics Research Center (ERC/NORC) was founded in 1980 by Robert T. Michael. Research concentrates in three areas: labor markets and earnings; behavior over the lifecycle; economics of the family. A summary of work on economics of the family can be found in Gary S. Becker: Treatise on the family (Harvard, 1981).

Authors who have written under the auspices of this center are as follows:

Abovd; Avery; Burdett; Butler; Coppock; Epple; Flinn; Heckman; Kiefer; Killingsworth; McElroy; Mare; Michael; Robinson; Rosen; Sedlacek; Topel; Willis.
The Social Policy Research Center was formed in 1981 and is directed by Harold Richman. Research covers a wide range of topics, particularly work on children and youth and on long-term care and disabilities. Recent publications in these areas include Meltzer, Farrow and Richman, eds.: Policy options in long-term care (University of Chicago Press, 1981) and Tests and Wulczyn: The state of the child, Volume 1 (Children's Policy Research Project, University of Chicago, 1980). See also the work by Joe listed in the bibliography.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

General Social Survey (GSS) is a ten year project which has included an annual survey from 1972 through 1978, and then biannual surveys in 1980 and 1982, on a wide range of topics. Most questions are repeated from previous surveys done by NORC; Survey Research Center, University of Michigan; the Gallup Poll and others; in addition, by use of a rotating scheme, questions are repeated within GSS itself. This bibliography does not list publications which use GSS data, except for those done by NORC staff or those of methodological interest. Publications based on GSS data are, however, covered in the Annotated bibliography listed in this bibliography under Smith, Tom W. Information about GSS generally is available from the NORC Library.

Authors who have written on methodological aspects of GSS and NORC staff who have used GSS data are as follows (GSS years are given at the end of the entries):

Boynton: Bishop; Burstein; Clark, T.; Converse; Cutler; Davenport; Davis; Fee; Gaertner, G.; Glenn; Creeley Hyman; Knoke; McCready; Martin; Nie; Page; Presser; Reiser; Rubin; Santi; Schaeffer; Schepele; Schuman; Smith, A.W.; Smith, Tom W.; Stephenson; Stinchcombe; Sullivan; Taub; Taylor, D G.; Turner; Wolfle.